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BESPOKE SOLUTIONS

Welcome
to the leading global platform
for intralogistics
for digital transformation
AI and robotic process automation, the internet of things, fleets
of autonomous guided vehicles, smart devices: All of this has
now become reality.
Today’s systems, shaped by the changing needs of customers
and the unrelenting growth of ecommerce, are designed for
optimized picking processes that accommodate one-off manufacturing and a wide selection of product variants. Businesses
need smart solutions that are modular, flexible, scalable, and
resource-friendly.
But how do you find your way through this technology jungle? How
can you benefit from the digital revolution and streamline your
intralogistics, production, and trade processes?
The overarching theme among the 1,650 international exhibitors
at LogiMAT 2020 is the integration of modern technologies and
materials into forward-looking solutions designed to meet the
challenges of industry automation and the internet of things.
Take an exploratory tour through the ten exhibit halls at Messe
Stuttgart to find the perfect solution for you.
Tap into the wealth of information available from the expert presenters in this one-of-a-kind program. Engage in direct dialog
with your fellow attendees. Experience for yourself the power of
networking and knowledge-sharing!

Our exhibitors are looking forward
to your visit in Stuttgart!

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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LogiMAT – Exhibitors areas
Materials handling and
storage technology
Warehouse and
plant equipment
Warehouse and production
controls/robotics
Packing, weighing,
measuring, franking
Loading technology and
systems
Retrofitting
Industrial trucks and
accessories
Information and
communications technology
Order-picking systems
Labeling and identification
Simulation software
Storage system software
Shipping and transport
software
Stock management, inventory,
and archiving software
Trade Solutions
Focus of exhibit at TradeWorld,
Atrium Entrance East

Energy, environmental
technology, recycling,
waste disposal
Security
Outsourcing partners
Logistics facilities
Consulting, planning,
implementation
Public authorities,
organizations, education,
media
4

Opening / Awards ceremony

Welcome!
March 10, 9:30 – 10:30, Forum A, Hall 1

FIRST-HAND
INTRALOGISTICS
Visions • Innovations • Solutions
Official opening of LogiMAT trade show by Michael
Ruchty, Exhibiton Director, LogiMAT Stuttgart,
EUROEXPO Messe- und Kongress-GmbH, Munich

Keynote: “What role for humans?
When machines get smarter …”
Today’s reality unfortunately includes the risks of using AI and threats
such as cyberwarfare in the warehouse. Data security expert Karsten
Zimmer is a forensic IT specialist and “ethical hacker”
who works closely with German and European law
enforcement agencies. He was recently summoned
as an expert for the investigative committee of the
State Parliament in North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany.
Zimmer offers exclusive insights into how companies
can counteract such risks, including a demonstration
of the astonishing power of effective solutions.

Awards ceremony – Best Product 2020
Presenter: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Johannes Fottner,
Chair of the Institute for Materials Handling, Material Flow,
Logistics at the Technical University of Munich

Be there when the prestigious “Best Product 2020”
Award is presented in three categories.
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Tuesday, March 10 Forums for your practice

All presentations will be in German except those
marked with a German and a British flag, which will
be simultaneously translated into English.
Tuesday, March 10, 11:00 – 12:15, Forum A, Hall 1

Silicon Economy – The next big thing
Digitalization, AI, AGV swarms – what´s next?

Chaired by: Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Michael ten Hompel,
Managing Director of the Fraunhofer Institute of Material
Flow and Logistics (IML), Chair of Materials Handling and
Warehousing, TU Dortmund University

In B2C business, platforms like Amazon, Uber and Alibaba
have already succeeded in taking over as a monopolist in
macroeconomic business processes. Now the race is for B2B
markets and intralogistics is becoming the playing field of the
Silicon Economy.

Tuesday, March 10, 11:00 – 12:15, Forum B, Hall 2

Flexibility, elasticity, agility …

Take control of the dynamics of today´s business!

Chaired by: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Wolfgang Echelmeyer, Logistics,
Material Flow Design, Operations Research, Reutlingen University,
ESB Business School, member of the Intralogistics Network in
Baden-Württemberg e. V.

Flexibility is not an end in itself – it should give you better scope
for action. Innovative technology brings more reaction capability, without tying up too much capital or personnel.

Tuesday, March 10, 11:00 – 12:15, Forum C, Hall 4

Packaging logistics: How to go greener
The benefits of recycling, new materials and
closed-loop systems

Chaired by: Sandra Lehmann, Editor, LOGISTIK HEUTE,
HUSS-VERLAG GmbH, Munich

Tuesday, March 10, 11:00 – 12:15, Forum E, Hall 9

Logistics and climate responsibility

Ideas for reducing emissions by 55% in 10 years

Chaired by: Alexandra Kornacher, Head of Design, Research
Group for Optimizing Added Value at the University of Augsburg
(HSA_ops)

Germany needs to reduce overall emissions by 303 million
tons by 2030 if it is to meet the Climate Action Plan 2050.
These goals are especially ambitious for the logistics sector.
In this forum discussion focuses on how to achieve this goal.

6

= Simultaneously translated into English

Program subject to change without notice

Generation Greta and plastic shaming: When declarations of
intent are no longer enough, real and targeted solutions are
needed. Experts from business and research discuss how
packaging logistics can meet the needs for greater sustainability and which applications are ready for market.

Forums for your practice Tuesday, March 10

Tuesday, March 10, 11:00 – 12:15, Forum T, Atrium Entrance East

Multi-channel strategies in B2B commerce
Digitalization as a driver of change

Chaired by: Holger Seidenschwarz, Research Director,
ibi research at the University of Regensburg

In B2B commerce, multi-channel strategies are gaining importance. Experienced practitioners give fascinating insight into
the influence of digitalization on their business models in B2B
and wholesale.

Tuesday, March 10, 12:15 – 13:30, Forum D, Hall 8

AI – Reality check

Revolutionizing the supply chain with data analytics
Chaired by: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Philipp Gölzer, Head of the
Business Area “Digitalized Production“, Fraunhofer SCS and
Professor at the Technical University of Nuremberg

Companies wanting to optimize their business with data analytics often fail in practice: The Fraunhofer SCS shows, using
examples, how to achieve success with error-free and complete data and the integration of new analysis tools.

Tuesday, March 10, 14:45 – 16:00, Forum A, Hall 1

Man & machine: The future of flexible
logistics

Intelligent cooperation between man and machine

Chaired by: Prof. Dr.-Ing. Johannes Fottner, Chair in Materials
Handling, Material Flow, Logistics at the Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of Munich

In future, too, man´s flexibility will continue to be superior
to machines for certain demands in automation. This forum
shows, with the help of assistance systems, how to create an
optimum system for the intralogistics of the future.

Tuesday, March 10, 14:45 – 16:00, Forum B, Hall 2

Developments in AGVs

VDA 5050 interface, 5G and innovative platforms

Chaired by: Waldemar Osterhoff, Senior Consultant ForumFTS GmbH, Voerde

Smart factories need intelligent automated guided vehicle
systems (AGV) with standardized interfaces on innovative platforms. Themes covered include how 5G is bringing the vision
of cyber-physical systems much closer in Industry 4.0.

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Tuesday, March 10 Forums for your practice

Tuesday, March 10, 14:45 – 16:00, Forum C, Hall 4

Optimizing the digital supply chain

AutoID technologies as enabling technologies

Chaired by: Peter Altes, Director, AIM-D e. V., Lampertheim

AutoID (RFID, NFC, barcodes, 2D codes, RTLS, sensor tags
etc.) are enabling technologies for digital transformation in
the supply chain and logistics – and therefore for the control
and optimization of company processes on the road towards
the smart factory.

Tuesday, March 10, 14:45 – 16:00, Forum E, Hall 9

Efficient order-picking with AI

Warehouse logistics, handling and route planning

Chaired by: Dr.-Ing. Kai Pfeiffer, Group Director, Service
Robotics for Industry and Commerce, Fraunhofer IPA, Dortmund

Tuesday, March 10, 14:45 – 16:00, Forum T, Atrium Entrance East

New retail goes digital

How modern traders are using robotics and AI

Chaired by: Marco Atzberger, Management Board Member,
EHI Retail Institute, Cologne

When skilled labor is in short supply, the retail sector looks to
robotics applications in stores and in the retail warehouse to
increase efficiency and service quality. Special significance
is attached here to the integration of
physical activities across channels.

All presentations will be in German except those marked
with a British flag, which will be presented in English.
INNOVATIONS FORUM

Exhibitors present new products and concepts (duration: 30 minutes)
Forum A, Hall 1
12:30 Storeganizer Smart storage solutions to manage spare parts in an SLA:
at your service or go to hell?
13:15 KBS Industrieelektronik GmbH Pick-by-light – where and why? Benefits
and potential applications of pick-by-light technology
14:00 VARTA Storage GmbH Lithium-ion batteries do not signal the end of
lead-acid batteries in material handling and robotics
16:15 MLOG Logistics GmbH Moving and storing all types of unit loads
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= Forum in English language

Program subject to change without notice

Fast, reliable delivery plays an important role in a purchase
decision. So order-picking has to be fast and easy to complete.
Artificial intelligence helps: It groups orders together, plans the
routes of AGVs and equips robots with cognitive capabilities.

Forums for your practice Tuesday, March 10

Forum B, Hall 2
12:30 BlueBotics SA
13:15	
Bosch Rexroth AG Factory of the future: Experience the intralogistics of
tomorrow with ActiveShuttle from Bosch Rexroth
14:00 Ehrhardt + Partner GmbH & Co. KG Digital warehouse – smart
transport orchestration in the supply chain
Forum C, Hall 4
12:30 DENSO WAVE EUROPE GmbH Centralized data management and monitoring in automated distribution centers: factory automation with ORiN
13:15 Novexx Solutions GmbH Next-gen labeling – new automation technol
ogies and data management processes by Novexx Solutions
Magazino GmbH Goodbye, tugger train: Why mobile autonomous robots
14:00	
are taking over material supply at the production line
Faubel & Co. Nachfolger GmbH Electronic displays in intralogistics:
16:15	
greater efficiency through greater flexibility
Forum D, Hall 8
10:00 U
 bimax GmbH Next-gen automotive logistics – from single-order to
multi-order picking using RFID and tablets
10:45 I dentPro GmbH Scan-free, error-free, efficient: smart, green intralogistics
with forklifts and AGVs
11:30 c
 ommsult AG
13:45 Westernacher Consulting AG Prescriptive supply chain with new SAP
technologies
LogiPlus Consulting GmbH Global EWM implementation at Freudenberg
14:30	
Sealing Technologies
15:15 S
 SI SCHÄFER How ergonomic workstation design can increase the
attractiveness of the working environment
 lexus AG Beyond SAP EWM – dynamic optimization with mobile apps,
16:00 F
AGV control, and tugger trains
Forum E, Hall 9
TENTE-ROLLEN GmbH Modern purchasing tips for wheels, castors, and
12:30	
mobility solutions
SLOC GmbH Productivity analysis and forklift positioning – quick and easy
13:15	
with smart IoT devices
14:00 Linde Material Handling GmbH Smart solutions for secure intralogistics
Forum F, Hall 6
10:00 PTV Planung Transport Verkehr AG Route planning with ETA:
cost-optimized and dynamic
10:45 Comtrade d.o.o. Intralogistics of tomorrow – AI warehouse
11:30 All for One Group AG SAP S/4HANA transition: case studies with
embedded or decentralized EWM, SAP Fiori, and SAP Cloud
12:15 IGZ Ingenieurgesellschaft für logistische Informationssysteme mbH
New spare parts logistics with SAP EWM at TRUMPF
13:00 Dresden Informatik GmbH On digital paths: process transparency and
tracking in production and logistics with di:ALog intrack
13:45 io-consultants GmbH & Co. KG Scalable logistics for future changes
Schenker Deutschland AG Digital technology meets diversity – cultural
14:30	
shift in logistics
15:15 i telligence AG Significance of the SAP digital supply chain for your current
and future SAP projects
Sievers-SNC Computer & Software GmbH & Co. KG Outperform the
16:00	
competition
Forum T, Atrium Entrance East
14:00 X
 ETICS GmbH With track & trace to next-gen lean industry – entering the
world of smart factory MES by app

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Wednesday, March 11 Forums for your practice

Wednesday, March 11, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum A, Hall 1

Start-IN – Innovating supply chain
management
Culture as a critical success factor

Chaired by: Bettina Bohlmann, Start-In Guide, 3p procurement
branding GmbH, Düsseldorf. Participator in the Supply Chain
Summit EXCHAiNGE 2020

The reality is that products, processes, even knowledge can
be copied and that companies can quickly be overtaken by the
competition on all these fronts. The key factor in ensuring success lies therefore in creating a unique (own) corporate culture
with strong integration. This forum highlights effective ideas
and steps in the change process of established companies and
supply chain organizations.

Wednesday, March 11, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum B, Hall 2

International licensing for FTS –
how to do it!
Step-by-step guide for manufacturers

Chaired by: Dipl.-Ing. Sami Demircan, Senior Account Manager
Smart Automation, TÜV SÜD Product Service GmbH, Munich

Developers and integrators of driverless transport systems
are continually confronted with incomplete and contradictory
regulations regarding safety tests for international licensing.
How do you tackle these challenges? In this series of talks, the
standards are explained and solutions put forward for successful worldwide licensing.

Wednesday, March 11, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum C, Hall 4

Automation in logistics with AutoID

Identification & data capture: Products, software &
applications

Chaired by: Thorsten Aha, editor in chief ident, Ident Verlag &
Service GmbH, Dortmund

Wednesday, March 11, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum D, Hall 8

Intelligent systems for optimizing production systems
How to identify the causes of losses in production

Chaired by: Michael Lickefett, Head of Department for Factory
Planning and Production Management, Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart

Intelligent systems simplify, supplement and enable new ways
of optimizing production. In this forum we present case studies
from different areas of the manufacturing process.
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= Simultaneously translated into English

Program subject to change without notice

Developers and integrators of driverless transport systems
are continually confronted with incomplete and contradictory
regulations regarding safety tests for international licensing.
How do you tackle these challenges? In this series of talks,
the standards are explained and solutions put forward for
successful worldwide licensing.

Forums for your practice Wednesday, March 11

Wednesday, March 11, IFT-Tag in 5 sequences, Forum E, Hall 9

Intralogistics – Future – Technology
New technologies in intralogistics
09:30 – 10:00

Studying logistics – online and in-work
Further learning with the University of Stuttgart
The MASTER:ONLINE Logistics Management course at Stuttgart University is an in-service qualification for responsible
functions in logistics management. Find out about these flexible and needs-oriented study options.
Chaired by:

Prof. Dr.-Ing.
Robert
Schulz,
Director,
Institute of
Mechanical
Handling and
Logistics (IFT),
University of
Stuttgart

10:00 – 11:00

Excellence in manual order-picking
Designing efficient and flexible manual order-picking
systems
Manual order-picking systems offer high flexibility at low investment cost. This series of talks delivers specific, scientifically
founded approaches to planning and optimizing manual orderpicking systems.
11:30 – 12:30

Decentralized control in automated
material flow systems
Needs-oriented component sequencing on location
The integration of human sensory and cognitive capabilities as
a decentralized decision-making point in automated material
flow systems creates flexibility in dealing with event-driven
situations.

IFT-Day

13:30 – 14:30

Simulation of material flow systems
Planning and control in research and practice
This series of talks focuses on simulation-based planning and
control of intralogistics material flow systems. In addition
SimPlan gives interesting insights into day-to-day practice.
15:00 – 16:00

Sensorics for autonomous logistics
systems
Approaches and solutions from research and industry
Whether mobile, stationary or a mix of both – autonomous
systems need sensors. What applies to vehicles, applies also
to logistics. Approaches and solutions to sensorics in autonomous logistics systems are presented in this series of talks.

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Wednesday, March 11 Forums for your practice

Wednesday, March 11, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum T, Atrium Entrance East

Retail logistics 4.0 – Fit for future?

What will be shaping the trading world of tomorrow?

Chaired by: Dr. Volker Lange, Head of Packaging and Trade
Logistics, Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics
(IML), Dortmund

Technological developments and innovations do not stop at
commerce. Online and offline worlds will collaborate in the
future and shape logistics processes
and digital applications. Is commerce
ready for this development?

Warehouse optimization goes beyond
digitalization
Considering all the factors when optimizing the
warehouse

Chaired by: Prof. Dr. Dr. Bernd H. Kortschak, Chair, Business Administration and Logistics, Erfurt University of Applied
Sciences

Data processing is an important, but not the only focus when it
comes to optimization in the warehouse. Of equal importance
are: the right location for the warehouse, equipment and installations of the right scale, and employees who pay attention
to buffer stocks.

12

= Simultaneously translated into English

Program subject to change without notice

Wednesday, March 11, 14:30 – 15:45, Forum A, Hall 1

Forums for your practice Wednesday, March 11

Wednesday, March 11, 14:30 – 15:45, Forum C, Hall 4

Logistics innovations for day-to-day
operations
New solutions save costs and resources

Chaired by: Prof. Dr.- Ing. habil. Rolf Jansen, Managing
Director, Verein zur Förderung innovativer Verfahren in der
Logistik (VVL) e. V., Dortmund

In many areas of logistics disruptive technological changes
have been experienced in recent years. This forum presents
examples from business and research, highlighting the advantages to companies.

Wednesday, March 11, 14:30 – 15:45, Forum D, Hall 8

Digitalization: Now or never!
No more excuses – time to act

Chaired by: Prof. Dr. Kai-Oliver Schocke, Professor for
Production Management and Logistics, Frankfurt University of
Applied Sciences

Using the example of a real transformation project, we show
how a heterogeneous technology landscape can be harmonized and digitalized in tune with logistics globally via a template strategy with solutions from the supply chain execution
platform.

Wednesday, March 11, 14:30 – 15:45, Forum T, Atrium Entrance East

Software for logistics in omni-channel
trading
What traders can learn from each other

Chaired by: Prof. Dr. Franz Vallée, Scientific Director, VuP
GmbH, Vallée und Partner, Logistic & IT Consultancy, Münster

Efficient logistics processes are today the backbone of omnichannel trading. The trader has to design processes so that
the customer will not change trader and has to ensure the
customer´s wishes in terms of ease,
speed and transparency are fulfilled.

All presentations will be in German except those marked
with a British flag, which will be presented in English.
INNOVATIONS FORUM

Exhibitors present new products and concepts (duration: 30 minutes)
Forum A, Hall 1
11:30 GEBHARDT Logistic Solutions GmbH
12:15 DAMBACH Lagersysteme GmbH & Co. KG MONOFLEX – The inductive
rail system with smart energy management
13:00 Dr. Schönheit + P. Consulting GmbH
13:45 SSI SCHÄFER Smart AGV solutions for the logistics of the future
16:00 Gebrüder Weiss GmbH Connecting continents – success through
logistics on the Silk Road

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Wednesday, March 11 Forums for your practice

Forum B, Hall 2
11:30 GreyOrange GmbH
12:15 TRUMPF Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH + Co. KG Standalone solutions
for indoor positioning are a thing of the past – how a standard is revolutionizing intralogistics
13:00	
6 River Systems How collaborative robots can empower employees and
drive efficiency
13:45	
Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH Everything under one (digital) roof –
high-availability, innovative logistics automation for your success
14:30 S
 wisslog GmbH Real-world logistics innovation – from concept to
c
 ustomer project
15:15 Locus Robotics Solving the piece-picking challenge
16:00 CAMELOT ITLab GmbH Visibility – challenges and solution scenarios
Forum C, Hall 4
11:30 SECURIKETT Ulrich & Horn GmbH End-to-end smart distribution
management: product identification, customer loyalty,
transparent supply chain
12:15 Beckhoff Automation GmbH & Co. KG
13:00 AIT Goehner GmbH Smart intralogistics – innovative solutions to boost
efficiency from goods receipt to goods issue
13:45	
Miebach Consulting GmbH
Forum D, Hall 8
11:30 H
 USS-VERLAG GmbH www.technologieradar.de – navigational assistance
in the digital warehouse
12:15	
LOGSOL GmbH Innovating people: leaner, better, more sustainable with
the coach of Olympic medalists and world champions
13:00 i nconso GmbH SAP supply chain logistics with SAP S/4HANA
13:45 L
 OG:IT GmbH Web-based supplier integration vs. EDI: building digital
supply chains pragmatically
16:00 C
 OGLAS GmbH Digital logistics with WEB WMS from COGLAS
Forum E, Hall 9
12:45 PowerFleet GmbH Power up your fleet
Forum F, Hall 6
10:15 Deutsche Industrie Video System GmbH (DIVIS) Artificial intelligence in
the video management system: uses and limitations
11:00 I NFORM GmbH The ingredients of successful supply chain management
at Coppenrath & Wiese: processes, people, software
11:45	
eilersconsulting GmbH Real-time capture and analysis of equipment data
with e_connect_SPS
12:30 I CS Group The automated warehouse: integrative solutions with smart
technologies and smart software
PSI Logistics GmbH Artificial intelligence in logistics
13:15	
14:00 COT Computer OEM Trading GmbH COT ePaper – greater efficiency
and environmental awareness in logistics processes
14:45 DB Cargo AG Logistics of the future: It will definitely be different
15:30	
Kaptura GmbH Automated master data capture / product photography in
goods receipt: processes, times, added value
16:15 MOBISYS Mobile Informationssysteme GmbH Mobile EWM & stock
room management
Forum T, Atrium Entrance East
11:30	
LogistikPlan GmbH Scrutinizing warehouse costs and performance:
modern warehouse concepts for eCommerce and distribution
12:15 BEX Components AG Automating and streamlining how supplier’s decla
rations are requested and issued – and keeping an eye on the big picture

14

= Forum in English language

Forums for your practice Thursday, March 12

Thursday, March 12, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum A, Hall 1

Digital twins in start-up operations

Virtual development environments for logistics
systems

Chaired by: Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Thorsten Schmidt, VDIGesellschaft Produktion und Logistik (GPL) and holder of the
Chair in Technical Logistics, Technical University of Dresden

Lengthy and flawed start-up phases in automatic logistics
systems are now a thing of the past. Today digital twins provide
virtual test environments for ensuring successful development
of logistics IT systems.

Thursday, March 12, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum B, Hall 2

Safety of AGV

Developments in standards and outdoor applications

Chaired by: Dr.-Ing. Günter Ullrich, Director, Forum-FTS GmbH,
Voerde, Head of VDI FA

The guidelines for machinery demand high safety standards
for AGV and for mobile robotics. We report on innovations in
the technical guidelines and sensorics. These are important
for planners, suppliers and users of AGV.

Thursday, March 12, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum C, Hall 4

Change management to stay ahead in the
digital transformation
Success in corporate transformation in modern times

Chaired by: Dr. Jörg Pirron, Director in the Intralogistics
Network in Baden-Württemberg e. V., Managing Director, PROTEMA
Unternehmensberatung GmbH

Program subject to change without notice

How far should digitalization go in corporate functions and
decision-making, and for what purpose? The experts here show
how to take a pro-active and strategic approach to change.

Thursday, March 12, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum D, Hall 8

Man-technology interaction in
order-picking
Day-to-day practice meets research

Chaired by: Dr. Veronika Kretschmer, Consulting Psychology
and Ergonomics, Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and
Logistics (IML), Dortmund

Even in digitalized warehouses, people still play an important
role. The latest examples from industry and research show
how the latest order-picking technologies can be adapted to
both the employee and the processes

= Simultaneously translated into English
+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Thursday, March 12 Forums for your practice

Thursday, March 12, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum E, Hall 9

German-Chinese cooperations in logistics
Latest developments, opportunities and challenges
Chaired by: Prof. Dr. Michael Henke, Director, Fraunhofer
Institute for Material Flow and Logistics, Dortmund

Through the latest developments in technology and the world
economy, trade relations between Germany and China are
taking on increasing importance. In this forum experts discuss
the trends, developments, opportunities and challenges of
joint projects.

Thursday, March 12, 10:00 – 11:15, Forum T, Atrium Entrance East

Testing the wholesale business model

Theories on future-capable business models in B2B
commerce

Chaired by: Gero Becker, Team Leader, Strategic Insights B2B,
SME 4.0 Competence Center Trade, IFH GmbH, Cologne

In the age of the digital platform, how are the parameters for
B2B commerce changing (customer behavior, brand developments, competitive environment) and what does this mean for
future-capable business models
in industry and B2B?

Thursday, March 12, 14:00 – 15:15, Forum A, Hall 1

Logistics excellence

Sustainable cost reduction with intelligent processes

Chaired by: Dr. Christian Jacobi, Director, EffizienzCluster
Management GmbH, Managing Partner, agiplan GmbH, Mülheim
an der Ruhr

Thursday, March 12, 14:00 – 15:15, Forum T, Atrium Entrance East

Sustainable urban logistics:
New ideas are needed

How to design sustainable urban logistics
Chaired by: Matthias Pieringer, editor in chief,
LOGISTIK HEUTE, HUSS-VERLAG GmbH, Munich

In the supply chain, the city as the delivery space (last mile) and
also the production location (first mile) play a critical role. This
forum explores which strategies can contribute to sustainable
urban logistics.

16

= Simultaneously translated into English

Program subject to change without notice

Digitalization and automation are bringing about long-term
change in intralogistics. In this forum sector experts explain
how to optimize logistics networks and processes, reduce
costs and open the way for growth – all in an effective organization.

Forums for your practice Thursday, March 12

All presentations will be in German except those marked
with a British flag, which will be presented in English.

INNOVATIONS FORUM

Exhibitors present new products and concepts (duration: 30 minutes)
Forum A, Hall 1
11:30 IGZ Automation SAP EWM for multiple distribution centers in automotive
parts trade at WINKLER
12:30 Gebhardt Fördertechnik GmbH AI-optimized shuttle systems for greater
scalability and flexibility
13:15 KARDEX Deutschland GmbH Accelerating fulfillment – optimizing
intralogistics processes – saving resources
15:30 System Logistics S.p.A. Software as a service: solutions in logistics –
from products to services
Forum B, Hall 2
11:30 Pepperl + Fuchs Vertrieb Deutschland GmbH
Forum C, Hall 4
11:30 inola GmbH What to do with boxes in containers: quick and easy load
planning
Forum D, Hall 8
11:30 io-DigitalSolutions GmbH Road transportation planning with
SAP S/4 HANA
12:15 Remira GmbH
13:00 F.EE GmbH Informatik + Systeme Virtual go-live: when a system
simulation in logistics really supports the go-live
13:45 SALT Solutions AG Optimizing processes through easy integration of data
from diverse sources
14:30 leogistics GmbH Platform, IoT, machine learning – mere buzzword bingo?
Use cases in operational logistics
15:15 Picavi GmbH Efficiency begins here: penetrating the “logistics jungle” with
smart glasses
Forum E, Hall 9
11:30 ELOKON GmbH Workplace wearables: What opportunities do they offer in
intralogistics?
14:30 Hawker GmbH
Forum F, Hall 6
10:00 TIMOCOM GmbH The next evolutionary step in logistics: becoming a
disruptor in a disruptive world?
10:45 Weber Data Service IT GmbH ETA prediction: proactive real-time
transport management with the logistics software DISPONENTplus
11:30 GIB Sales & Development GmbH Supply chain excellence – end-to-end,
integrated into SAP, digitally integrated horizontally and vertically
12:15 BeSpoon SAS UWB: from the factory to the smartphone … and back
13:00 Voiteq GmbH Modern talking – voice solutions of the future
13:45 HPC AG From EWM RF to UI5 in 10 minutes
14:30 Abels & Kemmner GmbH The path to automated materials planning and
control with DISKOVER

= Forum in English language
+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Live Events

Space load securing
The latest on securing loads and loading units
The manufacturer-independent team of experts in this event
space sets out just who in a company is the actual “shipper”
and, using examples, gives practical advice on correct handling.
At 16:00, in the “Load securing surgery” visitors have the opportunity of asking questions about specific challenges they face in
their day-to-day work.
At 10:00 there is an information event on “Law and responsibility”. After that, at 11:00 and then again at 13:00 and 15:00,
there are practical demonstrations of load securing.

Tracking & Tracing Theatre

Digital Warehouse Theatre
Intelligent transport orchestration in the supply chain
Warehouse digitalization as a basis for centralized, comprehensive
transport planning and control: In live presentations, the EPG shows
how intelligent and manufacturer-independent orchestration of transport jobs can work successfully and easily using
available resources (AGV, stackers etc.). The
key for transport control and planning is the
LFS software suite which enables intelligent
integration and control of manual and automated processes and of all technology deployed.
Trade lectures and talks by customers take
place each day at 11:00, 13:00 and 15:00.
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Live Events

Daily all day, Hall 9, Stand A71

Daily all day, Hall 4, Stand F05
AutoID live scenario to digitalize the supply chain
IIn the T&TT a consortium of companies from the AIM
industrial association presents current case studies on
the use of AutoID (RFID, NFC, barcodes, 2D codes, RTLS,
real time locating, sensor tags etc.) as enabling technologies for the digital transformation of the supply chain
en route to the smart factory (Industry 4.0 / IoT / IIoT).
Here you will learn about the potential of AutoID and receive support in identifying opportunities for the optimization
and digitalization of processes in your own business.
Demonstrations take place three times a day – at 10:30,
12:30 and 14:30, each lasting 30 minutes.

Daily all day, Hall 8, Stand A70

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Visitor services

LogiMAT 2020 RAFFLE

One iPad Pro and one iPad
mini to be raffled off each day!
When you arrive at LogiMAT each morning, take the East Entrance, go up
the escalator to the Hall 1 gallery, and
drop your business card in the lucky
box between 8:30 and 11:00. Then
grab a cup of free coffee to get yourself charged up for the day’s activities.
The winners will be chosen at
14:15 each day in Hall 8, Forum D.
Good luck! We’ll keep our fingers
crossed.

The LogiMAT app: Find exactly
what you’re looking for
The LogiMAT app lets you easily prepare for a professional trade show
experience and make the most of your time. Use your smartphone or
tablet to search for specific exhibitors and
exhibit areas and get an overview
of the accompanying program.
New: Now you can also narrow your
search to exhibitors in a particular
product group within a specific hall.
You’ll never miss another event thanks
to the event overview, which lets you
sort by presentation area and day.
The LogiMAT app will be available for
iOS and Android starting in February.

The ideal
visit planer
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Visitor services
Text
Date
March 10–12, 2020
Hours
Tuesday through Thursday
9:00 – 17:00 daily

Venue
Messe Stuttgart
Flughafenstraße
70629 Stuttgart

Ticket prices for pre-registered industry professionals
Day pass
Event pass

€ 28
€ 42

(includes expert forums and events)
(includes expert forums and events)

Tickets are available online at www.logimat-messe.de
and on site.
Special ticket prices for students
Students can purchase both event and day passes at a
50% discount on March 10 and 11 and a 75% discount on
March 12, 2020.
Available only on site. A valid student ID card is required.
Skip the line: Activate your voucher online.
The voucher itself is not a ticket!
Did an exhibitor give you a voucher for free admission?
To avoid the lines at the ticket windows and registration terminals,
we strongly recommend that you redeem this voucher online in
advance for a free day pass and bring the printout with you. Then
you won’t need to register when you arrive and can go straight
into the exhibit halls starting at 9:00 without losing any time.

Special offers for our premium
partners – exclusively for you
Book your train ticket through the LogiMAT
website and enjoy a relaxing, environmentally
friendly journey from any Deutsche Bahn station
in Germany to Stuttgart for a nationwide flat rate
starting at €54.90 (one way with fixed reservation). This special
price is available for travel starting on December 14, 2019.*
Enjoy discounts when flying with the Lufthansa
Group. Book your flight through the LogiMAT
website to receive discounted airfare worldwide
and special conditions for your travel to Stuttgart. This offer is available for LogiMAT attendees and one guest.*
on all special offers, please visit the LogiMAT website and click on
* FTorraveldetails
& Accommodation in the top navigation. No right of legal recourse exists.

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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Visitor services
Exhibit areas in the halls
Materials handling and storage technology, Warehousing and operational equipment, System provider, Hall and marquee construction
Handling, Fire protection and security
Loading technologies and systems, Load security
Ground conveyors, Batteries, Battery management,
Ancillary equipment for stackers, Cleaning
Storage and Transport management software, Simulation,
Order-picking systems, Fleet management
TradeWorld - Competence platform for Trading processes
Packaging, Packaging materials and machinery
Labeling and printing, Identification – RFID/AUTO-ID
Intelligent Pack & Store solutions
Automated Guided Vehicles
3

Trade Forums
A

Forum A

B

Forum B

C

Forum C

D

Forum D

E

Forum E

F

Forum F

T

Forum T TradeWorld

E

(West Entrance)

Live Events

D

1 Digital Warehouse Theatre
2 Tracking & Tracing Theatre
3 Space load securing
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1

As part of LogiMAT

TRADEWORLD IN THE ATRIUM ENTRANCE EAST
TradeWorld features products and
solutions for optimizing trade logistics
processes.
Many exhibitors throughout the various halls are presenting intralogistics products and systems that also streamline activities in
ecommerce and omnichannel trade.
A concentrated collection can be found in the East Entrance
Atrium clustered around
our TradeWorld expert
forum, featuring presentations by trade logistics
experts.

A

T

2

(East Entrance)

B

C
F

+49 (0)89 32391-259

www.logimat-messe.de
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www.logimat-messe.de

2020
18th Internationale Trade Fair for Intralogistics
Solutions and Process Management

The trade-fair highlight

for in-company material flow and computercontrolled processes from procurement
to production and distribution

in the heart of Europe
Organizer:

EUROEXPO Messe- und Kongress-GmbH
Joseph-Dollinger-Bogen 7
80807 Munich, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)89 32391-259
Fax: +49 (0)89 32391-246
E-Mail: logimat@euroexpo.de

Media partners

ERP
M

A

N

A

G

FÖRDERTECHNIK
MATERIALFLUSS

E

M

E

N

LOGISTIK 4.0

T

Fabriksoftware

Magazin für Inhaltsstoffe, Herstellung und Verpackung

handelsjournal
Verlagsgruppe Handelsblatt

Das Wirtschaftsmagazin für den Handel

DIE SCHWEIZER ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR DEN HANDEL

LOGISTICS BUSINESS
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